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PRODUCT GUIDE  
Congratulations on you new PLP Student, Faith Scheewe iOS 
1.2. You will probably call it  Faith. Your new IOS 1.2  comes 
with a few new functions that you may have not seen 
before.......


-kindness towards others

-loyalty 

-listens to what other people have to say

-Is a good friend 

-Thinks outside the box


GETTING STARTED  

Before you are able to use Faith you must make sure you are in a good and positive mood. 
Faith responds better to kind people.


ACCESSIBILITY  

Faith can be accessed at many times of the day except when she is in class( she will not like it 
if you do that). But you may talk to her at lunch and though her school email and though 
messages. If she doesn’t answer right away it just mean she is reading or playing a game. 


SETTINGS 

Faith Scheewe has 2 main settings: School Faith and At Home Faith.


Setting #1: School Faith


At school Faith is from about 9:30 to 3:00 on most week days. So that is probably the only time 
you will see her. Faith Scheewe is responsible to go to her classes and pay attention as much 
as she can. On this setting your IOS 1.2 will be very quiet and it might only pay attention to her 
school work. 




Setting #2: At home Faith 


The second setting at home Faith is about the opposite of her other mode. If you do encounter 
Faith Scheewe when she is in at home mode she might automatically switch modes if she 
doesn’t know you well, she will go into her less talkative mode( school Faith) because this is 
her safety precaution. But if she knows you well she will respond in the way she was 
programmed, she will start talking, and asking how you are. It is a good idea it this happens to 
respond Positively. At home Faith is the more talkative and funny setting on the IOS 1.2, she 
also has more fun and enjoys this setting more than the other setting. 


WARNINGS 

-If you try to make it eat vegetables it will shutdown for ten minutes 

-Will sometimes shutdown it it hasn’t finished something for when it is due

-It will not work very well in mornings but almost too well at night

-It might be too shy to ask for help when it needs it

-Might shut down it it has been around a lot of people for a long time.

- Might start talking in an accent for no reason 

-Might not answer emails right away( because she rarely remembers to look at them.)


TROUBLESHOOTING  

TIPS TO MAINTAIN OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE 

- Fuel with chocolate

- Let it be by itself to read and recharge

- Don’t over use it 


Problem  Solution

 Can’t remember something about Greek 
mythology?

 Ask Faith but be prepared to get a lot of 
information.

Faith starts getting worried because she 
forgot when something is due.

Talk to her and remind her when the project is 
due. 

Forget where something in Basecamp is? Ask your classmates. Which includes Faith.



FUN TIPS THAT THE NEW IOS 1.2 PLP STUDENT FAITH SCHEEWE 
HAS FOR YOU! 

1# How to survive in a house with 5 other people: try not to annoy the other people 
more than necessary. (But still annoy them sometimes)

2# How to get your dad to build something: ask him to do it so often he will have to 
build it or he will suffer forever. ( warning this could backfire and get you in trouble)

3# How to get you sister to play a game with you: Just ask her!


